
TEXT E - Woman 30-40 years

(1) Long-taim wen ai bin go skul la Gogo (2) from-deya ai

long-time when 1:SG:S PST go school LOG (name) from-there 1 :SG:S

bin go-bek J (3) den gardiya bin pik-im-ap mipala en teik

PST go-back (name) then European PST pick-TR-up 1:PL:EX and take

mipala langa mishin long-taim (4) en deya wen mipala bin lil-il

1: PL: EX LOG mission long-time and there when 1:PL:EX PST small-REDUP

kid mipala yusdu tok-in Walmajarri (5) sam-taim gardiya bin gib

child 1:PL:EX used:to ta I k-PROG (name) some-time European PST give

mipala haiding fo tok-in Walmajarri (6) from-deya mela bin
1:SG:S hiding PURP ta I k-PROG (name) from-there 1:PL:EX PST

lisin-ing sam-pala kid bin tok-in Kriol (7) mela bin lisin-ing

listen-PROG some-NOM child PST ta I k-PROG (name) 1:PL:EX PST listen-PROG

en pik-im-ap lilbit (8) from-deya mela bin go-bek alidei (9)

and pick-TR-up limited from-there 1:PL:EX PST go-back holiday

kam-bek lisin en tok-in garra orla kid (10) tok-in mela
come-back listen and ta I k-PROG ASSOG PL child ta I k-PROG 1:PL:EX

bin tok-in: (11) mela bin pik-im-ap det wed from orla atha-lat

PST ta I k-PROG 1:PL:EX PST pick-TR-up that language from PL other-NOM

kid (12) from-deya mela bin kipgoun tok-in Kriol (13)

child from-there 1:PL:EX PST continue ta I k-PROG (name)

from-tharran ai neba figit-im det wed til tudei (14) ai

from-that 1:SG:S NEG forget-TR that language until now 1 :SG:S

tok dis-wan Kriol nau (15) en sam-taim ai tok la mai pipul
talk this-NOM (name) now and some-time 1:SG:S talk LOG 1 :SG:P people

garra Walmajarri (16) en go-bek la skul tok la lil-il kid
ASSOC (name) and go-back LOG school talk LOG small-REDUP child
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Kriol so del kin lern prapli (17) en tok lilbit Walmajarri so

(name) so 3: PL can learn properly and talk limited (name) so

del kin lisin (18) wen orla kid don lisin la gardiya-wei
3:PL can understand when PL child NEG listen LOC European-DIR

Inglis ai tok Kriol en main lengwij Walmajarri
English 1:SG:S talk (name) and 1:SG:P language (name)

(1) A long time ago I went to school at Gogo. (2) Then I went back to
J... [and no school], (3) Then a white person picked us up and took us

to the mission. It was a long time ago. (4) There, when we were only
small, we used to talk Walmajarri. (5) Sometimes the whites would give us
a hiding for talking Walmajarri. (6) -After that we were listening to
some of the children talking Kriol. (7) We were listening and we learned
some of it. (8) Then we went home for holidays. (9) We came back and
listened and talked [Kriol] with the other children. (10) We used to
talk; (11) we talked a lot and we learned that language from the others.
(12) After that we kept on talking Kriol. (13) I've never forgotten it,

right up ti I I now. (14) I still ta I k this Kriol now. (15) And some
times I talk to my relatives in Walmajarri (16) then I go back to school
[working as teacher] and talk to the small children in Kriol so they can
learn [their lessons] properly (17) and I talk some Walmajarri to them
so they can understand [the content of lessons]. (18) When children
can't understand English I ta I k to them in Kriol and my own language
Walmajarri.
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